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On the Classification of Translation Group-divisible Designs 
RALPH-HARDO SCHULZ 
We determine the possible types of translation divisible designs having equal block sizes; we 
also describe the partitions of their translation groups. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Examples of translation transversal designs (for definitions see below), are given in 
several articles, f.i. [5], [10], [14], [15]. In this paper, we show that there cannot exist 
other types of the (more general) translation divisible designs with equal block sizes 
beside those already known. 
1.1. DEFINITIONS (CF. [14]). 
(a) A translation divisible design, as well called translation group-divisible design or 
divisible translation design, is an incidence structure (~, 00), consisting of a finite set ~ 
of elements (called points) and a set 00 of non-empty subsets of ~ (called blocks) such that 
(i) Two different points lie on at most one block. 
(ii) There is a partition of the point set ~ into disjoint classes such that two points 
P, Q are joined by a block iff they lie in different classes. 
(iii) There exists an automorphism group T of (~, ~), called translation group, which 
acts regularly on ~ and has the following property: 
For every block b and every element gET, either b = b8 or b n b8 = 0. 
(b) A translation divisible design is called translation transversal design (translation 
TO, TID, transversal translation design) if it satisfies 
(iv) Each block of 00 meets each point class. 
(c) It is well known that all point classes of a translation divisible design contain the 
same number s of points. In this article we consider only translation divisible designs 
whose blocks have equal size k with 1 < k < I~I (and 00 ¢ 0), so-called non-trivial 
(s, k) -translation divisible designs. 
REMARK. In this paper we do not exclude the case k = 2. 
1.2. DESCRIPTION BY PARTITIONS (CF. [14], [1]). 
(a) Let G be a finite group and 7T an (s, k)-partition of G, i.e. a set {Go, ... , G r } of 
subgroups of G such that (i) U:~o G; = G, (ii) G; n Gj = {I} for all i,j E {O, ... , r} with 
i ¢ j, (iii) IG;I = k for all i = 1, ... , rand (iv) IGol = s. We define an incidence structure 
.j =.j( G, Go, 7T) in the following way. 
(1) The points of .j are the elements of G. 
(2) The blocks of .j are the co sets Gjx for i = 1, ... , r. 
Then: .j( G, Go, 7T) is an (s, k)-translation divisible design with translation group isomor-
phic to G. 
(b) Conversely: Let.j be an (s, k)-translation divisible design with translation group 
T. Then there exists an (s, k )-partition 7T = { To, ... , Tr } of T such that .j == .j (T, To, 7T). 
Here Tlo ••• , Tr can be chosen as the stabilizers of the blocks through a point P of .j 
and To as the stabilizer of the point-class of P. 
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1.3. EXAMPLES 
(a) Let G be a Frobenius group (for definition and properties see [91 pp. 495-507) 
with kernel K and Frobenius complements H), . . . , Hr. Then ,j( G, K. {K. H), . .. , Hr}) 
is a ITO with parameters s = IKI and k = IHII (cf. [10]). A ITO of this type (Jungnickel-
Frobenius TO) exists iff k divides qj -1 for every factor qj in the prime power factorization 
s = n:: 1 qj of s (and s, kE~, s, k> 1). 
(b) Let K be a finite group, .:Ii = {Ko, ... , Ks} a set of subgroups of K and ({J a bijective 
map between the sets {K}, K 2, . . . , Ks} and Ko; denote K; by Uj and assume that the 
following conditions hold. 
(1) IKol = sand IKjl = t for all j E {I, ... , s}. 
(2) .:Ii is a partition of K. 
(3) K = ulKI 0 U2K2 0 ... 0 usKs. 
Then (K. .:Ii, ({J) is called an admissible triad on K with parameters sand t and it is called 
an H-admissible triad for a group H of automorphisms of K. if each of the subgroups 
uIKIU~\ ... , usKsU;1 is H-invariant (cf. [5]). 
Now consider the holomorph F(K. H) of K with respect to H. i.e. the group F(K. H) = 
{ug,algE K. a E H}, where 
Ug,a : K ~ K with x~xa. g. 
Biliotti and Micelli have shown the following. (Observe that their condition 'H fixes 
Ko' is not needed to prove 2.1 of [5]). If H is a fixed point free automorphism group of 
K then it holds 
(i) G = F(K. H) is a Frobenius group with kernel isomorphic to K and a Frobenius 
complement isomorphic to Hand 
(ii) The stabilizer~ F(K. H)ujKj = {ug,ala E HAg E (uj)-IujKj} (j E {I, ... , s}) of Uj~ 
in G together with KO={UV,IlvEKo} form an (s, k)-partition p of G with k= t·IHI. 
The divisible design ,j(G,Ko,p) is in fact an (s,k)-ITD. In [5], examples of this type 
of ITO are given for s = pa, k = pbh with prime p, bE {l, ... , a -I} and hl(pa -1, pb -1). 
Among these, there are as well the ITDs constructed in [14]. 
(c) Let G be a HT(p)-group (Hughes-Thompson group), i.e. a finite group with the 
following properties 
(1) G is neither a p-group nor a Frobenius group. 
(2) If Hp( G) denotes the subgroup of G generated by all elements of G which do not 
have order p we have the equation [G: Hp( G)] = p. 
Then ,j(G, Hp(G) , {Hp(G), G), ... , G r }), where G), ... , G r are the different subgroups 
of order p not contained in Hp( G), is a ITO with parameters s = IHp( G)I = p". q and 
k = p (a prime). For arbitrary n E~, a ITO of this type exists iff p divides qj -1 for every 
factor qj in the prime power factorization q=n:: 1 qj of q>2 (cf. [15]). 
2. THE CLASSIFICATION 
Using the classification of finite groups with a partition we prove 
2.1. THEOREM. Let,j be a non-trivial (s, k)-translation divisible design with translation 
group T; let 7T be the accompanying partition of T and To E 7T correspond to the point class 
of the origin. Then one of the following conditions holds. 
I T is a p-group and Hp (T):!i;, To. 
II T is an HT(p)-group, 7T the unique partition of T and,j a ITO (cf. 1.3.c). 
III(a) T is a Frobenius group, 7T the Frobenius partition of T and ,j a ITO (cf. 1.3.a). 
III(b) T is a Frobenius group with kernel K and Frobenius complement H; furthermore, 
K is a p-group, 7T is induced by an H-admissible triad on K and ,j is a ITO (cf. 1.3.b). 
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2.2. REMARK 
(i) Some of these results (concerning TIDs) have been proved independently in [5]. 
(ii) From the theorem we conclude that an (s, k)-translation divisible design .1> which 
is not a TID must be of type I. In 2.4 we provide examples of designs of type I where 
.1> is a TID and also examples where .1> is not a TID. 
PROOF. 
0. By 1.2(b), .1> is isomorphic to .1> (T, To, 7T), where 7T = {To, ... , Tr } is a partition of 
T with I Tol = sand 1 < I Td = k < I TI (for i = 1, ... , r). From the classification of groups 
with a nontrivial partition (cf. [2], [3], [4], [11], [16]) we get: T is a p-group with 
Hp(T) ¥- T, an HT(p)-group, or a Frobenius-group, or it is isomorphic to 6 4 , to 
PGL(2, pn), PSL(2, pn) with pn;;:. 4 or to a Suzuki group Sz(q). 
1. Assume T to be a p-group. If H:= Hp ( T) ¥- 1, then 2 T (the centre of T) and H lie 
in the same component of 7T, say 1J (cf. [2] Lemma 2.1). As in [13] p. 75 we see 
IHI> I TI·IHI- I . Suppose 11J1 = k. Then e> I TI ;;:.11J· 1:1 = 11J1 ·1 Til for i E {O, ... , r}\{j}, 
hence 7T = {To, 1J}. Now T = To U 1J ;2 To' 1J gives s = 1 or k = 1, a contradiction to the 
non-triviality of .1>. So we have case I. 
2. Assume T to be an HT(p )-group. Then the remaining conditions of case II easily 
follow (cf. [15] 2.2). 
3. Assume T to be a Frobenius group with complement H and kernel K If 7T is the 
(minimal) Frobenius partition, .1> is of type-III a. Hence let TI ("\ K ¥- {I} and define 
Kj:= 1J ("\ K for j = 0, ... , r. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [14] one shows the following . 
.1> is a translation TO with r = s; K is a p-group; To = Ko";;; K; there exist elements 
U h ••• , Ur such that 1J = K j U U nEK Hujn (j = 1, ... , r), and J 
(i) Ko = {Uh"" ur }; 
furthermore one gets from [14] that 
(ii) K = uIKlu U2K2U ... U urKr 
and 
(iii) HUj normalizes K j (for j = 1, ... , r); 
of course (iv) d = {Ko, K h ..• , K r} is a partition of K 
N ow let ({i be the map Kj ~ Uj (j = 1, ... , r). Then (K, d, ({i) is an admissible triad on 
K; and H, operating by conjugation on K, is a group of fixed point free automorphisms 
which fixes each UjKjujl (j = 1, ... , r) (by (iii». Using (1.3.b) one gets: There is a natural 
isomorphism J from F( K, H) onto T = HK; under J, the component Ko = {uv,II v E Ko} 
of the partition p of F(K, H) is mapped onto K o, and the components F(K, H)uK = 
{uk,a I a E H" k E (uj)-lujKj} correspond to {h· k 1 h E H" k E (uJ)-lujKj} = H UjK/::'1J 
(for j = 1, ... , r). So 7T is induced by p. This proves the assertions of case III. 
4. Suppose T == 6 4 , The elements of order 3 in 6 4 generate a 2-transitive group 
contained in and hence equal to 214 , If they would all be contained in To then the other 
components only could have order 2 (because of 11:1 . 11J1,,;;; 1 TI); since there exist elements 
of order 4 in 64\214, we get a contradiction. So 31 k. Because 1J (for j = 1, ... , r) cannot 
contain elements of order 4 (otherwise s,,;;; [ T: 1J]";;; 2 and r = 1) and there are more than 
2 elements of order 4 we get I Tol = 8 and k = 3. So all elements of even order would be 
in To, a contradiction. 
5. Suppose T== PGL(2, q) with q = pn;;:. 4. We put d:= (q -1, 2) (greatest common 
divisor of q -1 and 2). There exists a subgroup 0 of T with 0 == PSL(2, q) and [T: 0] = d. 
(For the groups in discussion, see for instance [9] p. 177-214 or [7] p. 260-287). Defining 
Oi:= Ti ("\ 0 we get a partition p = {Oi Ii = 0, ... , r} of 0 with 100 1 E {s, srI} and q E 
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{k,kd- I } (for j=I, ... ,r). If q is even T=G and 'TT'=p; if q is odd and q>3, no 
component of 'TT' can have order 2 since T has a partition with components of order q 
and cyclic components of order q + 1 and q -1. Thus I Gil-,l:. 1 for all i E {O, ... , r} or s = 1. 
In the second case (or if T == PSL(2, q) and s = 1), !J would be a translation 2-design and 
Tap-group (cf. [13]). So, we have reduced the case T==PGL(2, q) to the following 
situation which includes the case T == PSL(2, q). 
6. Let H be a group isomorphic to PSL(2, q) with q = p" ;",4. Suppose there exists a 
partition p={Ho, ... ,H,} of H with r;",l, s:=IHol-,l:.1 and 1-,1:.1H;IE{k,kd-l} (for j= 
1, ... , rand d:= (q -1, 2}). In H, there exist ~q(q ± 1) cyclic subgroups of order m = 
(q =F 1)rl (cf. [7] p. 285). Assume they all were contained in Hi (for an i E {O, ... , r}); 
then IHd;",~q(q±I)«q=F1)rl-1)+1 and 
[H: H;] < (q2 -1)qd-1 • 2dq-l(q ± 1)-I(q =F 1- d)-I 
,;;;2(q=Fl)(q=FI-2)-1,;;;3forq;",7. 
If q = 4 then d = 1 and [H: H;] < 3 by a similar argument. Let q -,I:. 5. (The case q = 5 will 
be treated separately.) Since [H: H;] = 2 would imply Hi,;;J H and since H is simple (cf. 
[9] p. 182) we get Hi = H, a contradiction. This shows that there exists a j E {l, ... , r} 
such that (q=F1)rl llH;l. Let r-,l:.1. If 1H;I=kr\ so (q=F1)rl divides k as well; if 
IH;I = k and if there exists an Hi with IHil = kl2 then (kI2, (q =F 1)12) -,1:.1; but every 
element whose order divides m = (q =F 1)d-l lies in a (cyclic) group of order m. This shows 
that 
(q =F 1)rl llH;1 for every j E {l, ... , r}. 
Since (q+l,q-1)=d, we see that t:=(q+1)r l '(q-1)r l divides IH;I for all jE 
{I, ... ,r}. If r = 1, a similar argument shows t IIHol. For q -,I:. 5, in all cases there exist 
subgroups Hi, H; E P with i -,I:. j and t IIHil, t IIH;I. It follows that 
(q2-l)qd-I =IHI;",IHi · H;1=IHil'IH;I;",t2=(q2_1?d-4 ; 
hence d 3 ;", q - q-\ which yields q,;;; d 3 • It remains to consider q = 5 and q = 7. Now, the 
p-Sylow-subgroups are cyclic. Two of them generate a subgroup of H containing all 
p-Sylow subgroups (this follows f.i. from [9], p. 191); this subgroup cannot be proper 
since H is simple. Thus, in every component of p there is at most one p-Sylow subgroup. 
Hence q IIH;I for one and hence every j E {l, ... , r}. If q = 7 we have seen before that 
(q + 1)/211H;1. For q = 5, an argument similar to that of the general case shows that no 
component of p can contain all subgroups of order (q + 1)/2 and hence (q + 1)/2 divides 
IH;I as well. In both cases, ~(q2_1)q = IHI ;",IH;j ·IH;I;", <!. (q+ 1) . q)2 gives a contradic-
tion. So H does not admit a partition p with the required properties. 
7. The only case left is G == Sz(q), the Suzuki group with parameter q = 2r2 and r = 2". 
As follows from [12] p. 410, a partition of G always contains components of order 
q + 2r + 1, q - 2r + 1 and q2. So, this case is not possible either, and our theorem is proved. 
Observe that in case III(b) the group HUt operates fixed point free on K\, and that 
s;", k for any (s, k)-TID. So 1.3 and 2.1 lead to 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let!J be a non-trivial (s, k)-translation divisible design. Then (s, k) 
is one of the following pairs. 
I (pi, pi) with p a prime, i,j E N u {O}, j> 0. 
II (p"q, p) with p a prime, n E Nand p dividing qi -1 for every factor qi in the prime 
power factorization q = D::1 qi of q. 
III (a) (s, k) with s, k> 1 and k dividing Si - 1 for every factor Si in the prime power 
factorization s = D::1 Si of S. 
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We still have to give examples for the existence of translation divisible designs which 
are not TIDs. So we draw attention to p-groups and to designs of type I. 
2.4. FURTHER EXAMPLES 
(a) Let .j be a 2-design with A = 1 and transitive translation group T (cf. [13]). By 
deleting one parallel class of blocks (and letting the point set unchanged) one gets a 
translation divisible design with k = s = pd. Such a divisible design will not be a TID iff 
I TI > p2d. There exist examples with abelian or non-abelian groups T. 
(b) In [17], Wall constructs a finite group G of exponent 25 with [G:H5(G)]=25. 
This group allows a partition of the form 1r = {H5( G), G}, ... , Gr } where G j are the 
different groups of order 5 outside H 5 ( G). Now .j( G, H 5 ( G), 1r) is a translation divisible 
design which has parameters s = I GI/25 and k = 5 and, therefore, is not a TID either. 
(c) Let G be the group mentioned in (b) and take 1r' = {Go, G j , ••• , Gr }, where Go = 
H 5( G) . G 1 (observe H 5( G) ~ G) and where G j , ••• , Gr are the subgroups of order 5 
outside the subgroup Go. Now .j (G, Go, 1r') is a TID with parameters s = I GI/ 5 and 
k = 5. This shows that the translation group of a TID (or of another translation divisible 
design) of type I needs not to have exponent p. 
(d) TIDs with properties similar to that of (c) are constructed by using a p-group G 
with l,e Hp( G) and [G: Hp( G)] = p. Examples of such groups are given in [8] by Hogan 
and Kappe. The TIDs belonging to the natural partition of these examples have parameters 
s = pP and k = p. 
(e) Finally, using [6] Lemma 4 or results of Beutelspacher, one gets a partition of any 
elementary abelian group of order qn into one subgroup of order qn-d and qn-d subgroups 
of order qd (for 1 < d < n/2). 
This shows the existence of TIDs with elementary abelian translation group and 
parameters s = q' and k = qd for every prime power q and every d, tEN with 1 < d < t. 
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